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Abstract. Thls paper presents the design verification of a novel concept wheelchair using 
SimMechanics toolboxes. A wheelchair-sized bed concept (patent pending) with 3 modes of ability 
(sittjng-lying-standing) is proposed. Design begins by deciding the actuator and the component 
integrated in reality. The 3D wheelchair model was done in AutoCAD 3D and in Vrealm builder to 
connect with simulink. All components like joint, frame, actuator, gear box and any other part of 
wheelchair was register in SimMechanics. To verify the kinematics model, a joystick input was 
connected to the model for visual movement and collision verification. Finally fiom virtual reality 
simulation and SimMechanics kinematic modeling, the movement and collision can be verified, and 
also the actuator condition can he reported. 

Introduction 

Disable people with different level of disability and limitation need a proper assistive technology, 
such as a wheelchair. The new concept of a transformable wheelchair is proposed. New wheelchair 
concept is focused on its mechanism. From observations and studies, existing transformable 
wheelchair have limitations in transforming. This new concept is expected can resolve comfort and 
functional problems when users need to sleep on wheelchair. Other advantages of this new design, 
wheelchair is safe for indoor and outdoor operations, since it has smart mechanis~n that may keep 
user in horizontal position while moving through slope or non-flat floor. 

Design is followed up after obtaining related information from Patent Agent search, so the 
design is different with existing wheelchairs mechanism. Newest patented wheelchair is designed 
by LLYOD Linden Inc in August 2006 [I]. The chair has two rigid frames, each connected to a 
separate wheel. It is powered using a pneumatic actuator to transform the chair base into a standing 
support, by generating coupled linkages. Leg rest part, is extendable, by uslng motorized and rac k 
pinion gear train. This chair has no feature in supporting user obtain a recline position. Other 
existing marketable wheelchairs also offer triple functions for user by PERMOBIL Inc in 2008 [2]. 
But those still have limitations in dimensional problem since could not provide single bed size when 
user need to sleep. Development of a reliable transformable wheelchair should be able to cover 
disadvantages of the previous one. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follow. Section 2 describes the wheelchair design proposed. 
SimMechanics model for kinematic and vimal reality simulation is describes in section 3. Section 4 
describes experimental procedure. Section 5 describes the results and discussion. Finally, the 
summary of our work is described in section 6. 

Wheelchair Design 

Wheelchair concept is designed with triple functions, and has a single bed size when transformed 
into sleeping state (patent pending). Smart mechanism is also designed to provide safety feature 
which is able keep user in horizontal position. After gaining information fiom Anthropometri c 
literature [3] and standard hospital bed size(See Table 1) [4], basic design is sketched using 
AutoCAD to model in 2D and 3D drawing (See Fig. 1). 
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Summary 

In this paper we successfully present the design verification tiom our novel concept wheelchair 
using SimMechanics toolbox, one of the blockset provided by M A T L A B / S ~ ~ U I I ~ ~ .  The kinematic 
simulation was done by modeling the actuators and the bed frame parts with their real mechanism 
and dimension. The virtual reality simulation was used to verify collision and movement from part 
joints and actuators. The result shown the condition for each actuator and for the movement, no 
collision was reported during the test. Finally, it is proven that with kinematic-v~rtual simulation 
would saves time and cost. 
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